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Extraordinarily complex crystal structure with mesoscopic patterning in barium at high pressure1
I. Loa,∗ R. J. Nelmes, L. F. Lundegaard, and M. I. McMahon2
SUPA, School of Physics and Astronomy, and Centre for Science at Extreme Conditions,3
The University of Edinburgh, Mayfield Road, Edinburgh, EH9 3JZ, United Kingdom4
(Dated: March 9, 2012)5
Elemental barium adopts a series of high-pressure phases with such complex crystal structures that some of
them have eluded structure determination for many years. Using single-crystal synchrotron x-ray diffraction
and new data analysis strategies, we have now solved the most complex of these crystal structures, that of
phase Ba-IVc at 19 GPa. It is a commensurate host-guest structure with 768 atoms in the basic unit, where the
relative alignment of the guest-atom chains can be represented as a two-dimensional pattern with interlocking
S-shaped 12-chain motifs repeating regularly in one direction and repeating with constrained disorder in the
other. The existence of such patterning on the nanometre-scale points at medium-range interactions that are not
fully screened by the itinerant electrons in this metal. Based on first-principles electronic structure calculations,
pseudopotential theory and an analysis of the lattice periodicities and interatomic distances, we rationalise why
the Ba phases with the common densely-packed crystal structures become energetically unfavourable compared
to the complex-structured Ba-IVc phase, and what the role of the well-known pressure-induced s–d electronic
transfer is.
At ordinary conditions of pressure and temperature, most6
elemental metals crystallise in simple, densely-packed crys-7
tal structures. Over the past decade, however, many elements8
have been discovered to adopt unexpectedly complex structures9
when subjected to high pressure1,2. A case in point is bar-10
ium which has the body-centred cubic (bcc) crystal structure11
at one atmosphere. Upon compression, it first transforms to12
hexagonal close-packed (hcp) at 5 GPa and then goes through a13
whole series of phases with complex structures between 12 and14
45 GPa3,4 before returning to hcp, which is stable to at least15
90 GPa5. The structures of all the complex phases are related16
and we refer to them all together as Ba-IV. The first member17
of this sequence, Ba-IVa, has an incommensurate host-guest18
crystal structure3, where some of the Ba atoms form a three-19
dimensional framework (the ‘host’) with open channels that ac-20
commodate the remainder of the Ba atoms in linear chains (the21
‘guest’) as shown in Fig. 1. The periodicities of the host and22
the guest substructure are incommensurate with each other, i.e.,23
they have a non-rational ratio. For more than a decade, addi-24
tional phases have been known to exist in the Ba-IV sequence25
(Ba-IVb, c and d), but their structures were too complex to be26
solved from powder diffraction data3,4.27
It is of great interest to understand the fascinating crys-28
tal structures of the complex phases in Ba and numerous29
other elements, the reasons for their formation and the asso-30
ciated changes in the physical properties, such as lithium and31
sodium turning non-metallic at high compression6,7. However,32
the determination of such very complex elemental structures33
has proven to be extremely difficult, even when single-crystal34
diffraction data are available. Our initial efforts to solve the Ba-35
IVc structure by conventional crystallographic techniques, i.e.36
direct methods8–10, did not yield conclusive results. An alter-37
native approach, starting from a computational random search,38
was therefore developed for the solution of what we believe to39
be by far the most complex crystal structure known to exist in a40
pure element.41
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FIG. 1. Basic host-guest motif of the Ba-IV crystal structures. The red
lines indicate the basic host unit cell.
The crystal structure of Ba-IVc was studied at room tem-42
perature by synchrotron x-ray diffraction and using diamond43
anvil cells for high-pressure generation. The phase Ba-IVc44
is stable in the range 18–21 GPa, where the density is ∼2.3545
times that at zero pressure. Figure 2 shows the reciprocal-space46
mappings of the single-crystal diffraction data for the (hk4)47
and (hk4¯) layers at 19 GPa. Reflections in these layers orig-48
inate from the guest substructure and form a diffraction pat-49
tern of extraordinary complexity with an exotic combination50
of sharp and diffuse reflections in a highly systematic arrange-51
ment. The inset in Fig. 2 highlights the weakest diffraction fea-52
tures – secondary diffuse reflections and extremely weak sharp53
reflections. Additional diffraction images are shown in the Sup-54
plementary Information. Such a combination of sharp spots and55
reflections that are broadened along one direction in reciprocal56
space is rather unusual for an elemental crystal, but related ef-57
fects have been observed for inorganic compounds and protein58
crystals11. The nature of the diffraction pattern indicates that59
the guest-atom structure combines long-range-ordered and dis-60
ordered elements, very different from the complete chain dis-61
order (“chain melting”) observed previously in the host-guest62
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FIG. 2. Single-crystal x-ray diffraction data of Ba-IVc at 19 GPa. Reciprocal-space mappings of the (hk4) and (hk4¯) layers of guest reflections are
shown in the left and the right part of the image, respectively, and separated by a dark arc marked by a central grey line. The spotty partial rings
are due to diffraction from the Be seats of the diamond anvil cell, and the dark arc is a shadow at the boundary of the data accessible through the
circular opening of the pressure cell. The inset shows characteristic details enlarged with an enhanced intensity scale. ‘T’ marks weak diffraction
spots from a minor twin crystal, and the arrows point at lines of secondary diffuse reflections. Two of the strong and sharp reflections are indexed.
phase of rubidium12,13.63
An analysis of only the strongest sharp reflections confirmed64
that the Ba-IVc structure is derived from the basic host-guest65
structural motif shown in Fig. 1. Unlike in the incommensurate66
host-guest structures of barium at lower pressure and in other67
elements2, the host and guest components in Ba-IVc are com-68
mensurate, and the motif has 8 host and 2 23 guest atoms in the69
basic Ba-IV host unit cell. The full set of sharp and diffuse re-70
flections can be indexed using a 3
√
2×4√2×3 supercell of the71
basic host unit cell with dimensions 33.99 × 45.46 × 13.41 Å3.72
This is 72 times the volume of the basic host unit cell, and hence73
there are 768 atoms in the supercell of Ba-IVc!74
As we will see below, the crystal structure lacks translational75
symmetry along one direction (along b) so that neither a crys-76
tallographic unit cell nor a space group can be assigned. On the77
other hand, indexing the observed sharp and diffuse reflections78
requires the 34 × 45 × 13 Å3 lattice, and this is also the size of79
the smallest possible unit cell of fully-ordered variants of this80
structure (Supplementary Information). It is therefore appro-81
priate to discuss the Ba-IVc structure in terms of a ‘basic unit’82
of that size, containing 768 atoms.83
The solution of the full crystal structure proved a signifi-84
cant challenge. As initial efforts to solve the structure by di-85
rect methods8–10 did not yield conclusive results, we attempted86
to obtain a first model of the guest substructure from a com-87
putational random search. Several thousand trial structures88
were generated, the guest atom positions were optimised so89
as to minimise the difference between calculated and measured90
diffraction intensities, and finally the recurring structural motifs91
of the best solutions were identified. On the basis of these mo-92
tifs, a series of structure models was developed that included93
more and more structural details, which eventually explained94
and reproduced the experimentally observed diffraction pat-95
terns to a remarkable degree as shown in Fig. 4 and as detailed96
in the Supplementary Information.97
Our final model of the full Ba-IVc host-guest crystal struc-98
ture is illustrated in Fig. 3, with the guest substructure being99
of particular interest. All the chains of guest atoms take one100
of only two different positions along the chain direction (the c101
direction), which we will call the ‘up’ and the ‘down’ positions102
hereafter. In Fig. 3, the ‘up’ and ‘down’ chains are coloured103
yellow and blue, respectively, and from the relative arrange-104
ment of the two types of chains an intricate two-dimensional105
pattern emerges (Fig. 3c). The pattern consists of intertwined106
S-shaped units, each comprising 12 adjacent chains of the same107
type, ‘up’ or ‘down’. At first glance, the pattern in Fig. 3c108
looks well-ordered, but it contains both these S-shaped units109
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FIG. 3. Schematic view of the crystal structure of Ba-IVc. Projections of a 768-atom basic unit along the crystallographic c and b directions are
shown in a and b, respectively. Host atoms in alternate layers perpendicular to c are shown dark and pale grey. Guest atoms in the ‘up’ and ‘down’
positions are coloured yellow and blue, respectively. Light blue and light yellow backgrounds highlight the pattern formed by the ‘up’ and ‘down’
guest chains. The red square in a indicates the basic Ba-IV unit cell. c, Pattern representing the ‘up’ and ‘down’ guest chains and decomposition
into zigzag and square-wave rows, which are shown in d and e. f, Displacements of the guest atoms perpendicular to the chain direction. The
refined atomic displacements are shown 5×magnified. The chains at the corners of the S-shaped building blocks, marked ‘×’, show a clear zigzag
displacement pattern.
and their mirror images, and the tiling includes an element of110
randomness. It is this tiling of relatively large building blocks111
with a certain degree of randomness that leads to the unusual112
diffraction patterns with sharp and diffuse reflections. We find113
it rather striking to observe such structural patterning in an el-114
emental crystal, reminiscent in some ways of M. C. Escher’s115
drawings of plane-filling patterns14.116
The interplay between long-range order and disorder be-117
comes clearer when the guest pattern is decomposed into zigzag118
rows, where the neighbouring guest chains are alternatingly in119
the ‘up’ and the ‘down’ position as one proceeds along the a di-120
rection, and square-wave rows, where three guest atoms in the121
‘up’ position are followed by three atoms in the ‘down’ position122
(Fig. 3c–e). Both the zigzag and the square-wave rows occur in123
pairs. The two rows in each pair are in-phase for the zigzag124
pairs and anti-phase for the square-wave pairs. These two types125
of double-rows along the a direction are then stacked alternat-126
ingly along the b direction with two constraints on their relative127
alignment. (i) Any three consecutive ‘up’ chains in a square-128
wave row are always next to an ‘up/down/up’ set of chains in129
the adjacent zigzag row. (ii) In moving from one square-wave130
double row to the next along the b direction, only displacements131
of exactly one step (a/6) along the positive or negative a di-132
rection occur (left or right in Fig. 3c), and no others. These133
shifts left and right are random with equal probability. A con-134
sequence of these constraints is that the subset of zigzag rows is135
long-range-ordered while the sequence of square-wave rows is136
not. The latter is a “constrained-random” sequence which rep-137
resents a random walk in one dimension (Supplementary Infor-138
mation). Among the 63 different stacking sequences produced139
by allowing combinations of all possible shifts (zero, a/6, 2a/6140
or 3a/6, left or right), the sequence described above is the141
only one that reproduces the experimentally observed diffrac-142
tion patterns (Fig. S3 in the Supplementary Information). Apart143
from small local distortions in response to the randomness in144
the guest substructure, the host substructure is long-range or-145
dered. The Ba-IVc crystal structure thus combines long-range-146
ordered and disordered elements, and the disorder occurs on the147
level of relatively large units.148
An idealised variant of the Ba-IVc structure, where all the149
guest atom chains are strictly linear, located at the centres of150
the host channels and with equally-spaced atoms, reproduces151
most of the characteristic features of the x-ray diffraction pat-152
terns. But there are reproducible features not accounted for,153
such as the secondary diffuse reflections in the (hk4¯) layer (inset154
in Fig. 2) and all the weak diffraction spots observed in layers155
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the experimental diffraction data mapped onto
the (hk4) and (hk4¯) reciprocal space planes (top half) and the simu-
lated pattern for the final Ba-IVc structural model (bottom half). The
magnified part highlights the weakest features with an enhanced in-
tensity scale, and the faint horizontal lines in the top part are due to
diffraction from a minor twin crystal, which causes also the reflec-
tions marked ‘T’. The arrows point at lines of secondary diffuse re-
flections. ‘S’ marks weak satellite reflections in the simulation that are
not observed experimentally. They arise because the final model of the
host structure was constrained to be completely ordered — it does not
include local distortions in response to the randomness in the guest
substructure (Supplementary Information). The fine structure of the
experimental diffuse reflections is an artefact of the mapping process
and that of the simulated diffuse reflections originates from the finite
approximation of the constrained-random stacking sequence.
such as (hk5) and (hk7), and these are due to small displace-156
ments of host and guest atoms away from the idealised posi-157
tions. Because of the many degrees of freedom combined with158
the randomness in the Ba-IVc structure, a complete determi-159
nation of the locally relaxed structure is hardly feasible from160
diffraction data alone. We have performed a constrained refine-161
ment of the atomic positions, which was still a formidable opti-162
misation task with a total of 2016 refinable atomic coordinates163
(Supplementary Information), but with the single-crystal data164
set comprising nearly 14,000 measured intensities (independent165
reflections, including near-zero intensities), it is a well-defined166
problem.167
Small atomic displacements of, on average, 1% of the168
nearest-neighbour distances are sufficient to reproduce even the169
weakest features of the experimental diffraction data. Figure 4170
shows a direct comparison of the (hk4) mapping of the exper-171
imental data and a simulation based on our final model of the172
Ba-IVc crystal structure with refined atomic coordinates and173
using a 30× supercell (along b) of the Ba-IVc basic unit, com-174
prising a total of 23,040 atoms, to approximate the randomness175
in the structure. To a remarkable degree, the simulation re-176
produces all the observed features, the combination of sharp177
and diffuse reflections and even the secondary diffuse reflec-178
tions. The diffraction patterns for other reciprocal-space layers179
are reproduced to the same degree. The refinement also uncov-180
ered further structural details, in particular that the guest atom181
chains at the corners of the S-shaped units have a zigzag mod-182
ulation with displacements perpendicular to the chain direction183
(Fig. 3f).184
The crystal structure of Ba-IVc takes the structural com-185
plexity uncovered in metallic elements to a new extreme, and186
shows in a dramatic way what very different states can emerge187
at higher densities. An important new aspect is the emergence188
of a structural patterning on a length scale much larger (>20 Å)189
than the nearest-neighbour distances of ∼3.2 Å. It highlights the190
importance of medium-range interactions that one might have191
expected to be insignificant because of the screening by the itin-192
erant electrons in a metal.193
To characterise the electronic properties of Ba-IVc, we per-194
formed first-principles electronic structure calculations in the195
framework of full-potential density functional theory (DFT) for196
two simplified approximants of Ba-IVc (Supplementary Infor-197
mation). The complex chain pattern was approximated by (i)198
a checkerboard pattern, where the chains are in the ‘up’ and199
the ‘down’ position alternatingly along both the a and the b di-200
rection, and by (ii) a stripe pattern, where the chains alternate201
between the ‘up’ and ‘down’ positions only along one direc-202
tion. The calculations yield the following picture: (i) The ap-203
proximants have “normal” metallic densities of states without204
a pseudogap near the Fermi level. The Ba-IVc structure thus205
appears not to be stabilised by Fermi-surface Brillouin-zone in-206
teractions as proposed previously for several alkali and alkaline207
earth high-pressure phases15,16. (ii) There is no significant dif-208
ference in electronic structure between the host and the guest209
atoms – at variance with suggestions for the lower-pressure210
phase Ba-IVa, which has been considered an intermetallic com-211
pound in which both components are the same element17. (iii)212
As discussed before18,19, the valence state of Ba changes un-213
der pressure with electrons being transferred from s- and p- to214
d-type states (“s–d transfer”). The peak occupation of d states215
occurs in the stability range of Ba-IV and coincides with the216
onset of the d– f transfer that occurs under further compression.217
A decomposition of the conduction band states of the Ba-IVc218
approximants yields 80% d character, 10% p, 5% s and 5% f219
at 19 GPa. (iv) The calculated charge density distributions of220
the approximants have no maxima at interstitial positions, in221
contrast to the situation in the alkali metals at high density20–26,222
where the interpretation of the interstitial maxima in terms of an223
electride-type behaviour has recently attracted renewed inter-224
est. Particularly noteworthy is the difference between Ba and225
Cs, which are neighbours in the periodic table and which are226
both essentially d transition metals at ∼20 GPa, with only Cs227
having interstitial charge-density maxima22. Altogether, Ba-228
IVc appears to be a rather normal metal, except for its unusual229
electronic configuration close to [Xe]5d2.230
The stability of complex elemental high-pressure phases has231
been reproduced in DFT calculations (see, for example, Refs.232
17, 27, and 28), and their existence in alkali and alkaline earth233
metals has repeatedly been attributed to electronic transfers (s234
to p or d). However, a physical picture of how this valence235
change leads to the complex phases appears to be lacking.236
Clearly, the experimentally observed complex structures must237
have a lower free energy than the simpler, densely-packed al-238
ternatives, but can we rationalise why this is so and what the239
significance of the s–d transfer in Ba is?240
5The crystal structures of most metals are determined by241
the competition between the two dominant contributions to242
the total energy: the electrostatic (Madelung) term, which243
favours densely-packed crystal structures, and the electronic244
band structure term, which favours open structures29. We have245
extended the above ab initio calculations to calculate the total246
energies of bcc, fcc and hcp Ba, all at the experimental den-247
sity of Ba-IVc at 19 GPa. Among these ideal densely-packed248
structures, we found hcp (c/a = 1.63) to have the lowest total249
energy. The total energy of hcp can be lowered further, by a250
considerable 23 meV/atom, by reducing the c/a ratio to 1.46251
(cf. Refs. 5 and 30).252
This reduced c/a ratio represents an appreciable departure253
from close-packing both in terms of the interatomic distances254
and in terms of the Madelung energy: the difference in elec-255
trostatic energy between the distorted hcp and ideal hcp is 17×256
larger than the difference between ideal hcp and bcc. The find-257
ing that the distorted hcp structure nonetheless has the lowest258
total energy among the simple structures illustrates how the cost259
in electrostatic energy can be more than compensated by a gain260
in band-structure energy. It also highlights how energetically261
unfavourable the ideal densely-packed structures are in Ba at262
around 20 GPa, and this opens the way for more complex crys-263
tal structures to become energetically advantageous – with Ba-264
IVc being an extreme case.265
In the 1960s, Heine and Weaire developed a physical picture266
of how the structural stability of elemental metals is related to267
the shape of their atomic pseudopotentials31–33. The key point268
is that a crystal structure tends to be energetically unfavourable269
if one or more reciprocal lattice points g (or Bragg reflections)270
with large structure factors S (g) are close in magnitude to the271
position of the first zero of the pseudopotential v(q) – because272
it reduces the bandstructure contribution to the binding energy.273
The Heine-Weaire approach provides valuable insight into274
why the simple structures of Ba are destabilised under pres-275
sure. At 20 GPa, the Ba d valence states are dominant with a276
contribution of ∼80%, and, as explained in detail in the Sup-277
plementary Information, the bcc, fcc and hcp structures suffer278
energetically from having strong reflections close to the first279
zero of the d-channel of the Ba pseudopotential, qd0. Figure 5 il-280
lustrates how lowering the c/a ratio of the hcp structure to 1.46281
alleviates this unfavourable situation: it moves two quite strong282
reflections away from the zero of the pseudopotential, qd0, and283
consequently increases the bandstructure contribution to the284
binding energy. This relatively simple picture rationalises why285
the heavily-distorted hcp structure is the most stable among the286
densely-packed structures. It also shows that, and why, the en-287
ergetics depend crucially on the occupation of the d orbitals (as288
pointed out previously by Zeng et al.19) and reveals thereby the289
significance of the pressure-induced s–d transfer.290
The application of pressure has thus two important effects: it291
increases the occupation of the Ba d orbitals, which rises to a292
maximum at about 20 GPa, and it changes the lattice periodic-293
ities of the densely-packed structures in relation to the atomic294
pseudopotential. As a result, the densely-packed structures be-295
come unfavourable in the pressure range around 20 GPa, and296
the Ba-IV phases are stabilised. Due to the large unit cell, the297
Ba-IVc phase has a much larger number of contributions to the298
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FIG. 5. Structural weights, µgS (g)|χ(g)|, for hcp Ba and the Ba-IVc
stripes approximant at 19 GPa. µg is the multiplicity of reciprocal-
lattice point g and χ(g) the Lindhard dielectric function. The positions
of the first zero of the d-channel of the Ba pseudopotential, qd0, and
twice the Fermi wave vector, 2kF , are indicated by vertical lines.
band structure energy than the simple structures, and they are299
more spread out in wave vector (Fig. 5). The Ba-IVc structure,300
like distorted hcp, benefits from not having strong reflections301
close to qd0, and the sum of its structural weights is indistin-302
guishable from that of distorted hcp. To explain why Ba-IVc is303
the energetically favourable of the two phases is clearly beyond304
the scope of the semi-quantitative Heine-Weaire picture, which305
focuses on the relation between the atomic pseudopotential and306
the lattice periodicities, but neglects other potentially important307
aspects of the energetics. However, the stability of Ba-IVc is re-308
produced in our DFT calculations: the checkerboard and stripe309
approximants of Ba-IVc are 1 and 7 meV/atom, respectively,310
lower in energy than the distorted hcp (c/a = 1.46) structure.311
These results also indicate that there are significant energetic312
differences between Ba-IVc-type structures with different chain313
patterns – and there are countless possible patterns to choose314
from.315
Important insight into what stabilises Ba-IV comes from a316
comparison of the distributions of the interatomic distances of317
the various structure candidates (Supplementary Information).318
At 19 GPa, each atom in Ba-IVc (and both approximants) has319
on average 6.5 neighbours at a distance of ∼4.4 Å. This is320
the distance where the minimum of the pair interaction po-321
tential is located during the s–d transfer for a 80% d + 20%322
s configuration19. Having atoms at the optimal, “strongest-323
binding” distance sets the Ba-IVc structure (in fact, all the Ba-324
IV structures) apart from the simple structures, and we con-325
sider this to be the key ingredient for the stability of the Ba-IV326
phases.327
In essence, the occupation of Ba d valence states increases328
under compression and peaks at around 20 GPa. In the same329
pressure range, the simple structures happen to have strong330
Bragg reflections with wavevectors close in magnitude to the331
first zero of the d channel of the Ba pseudopotential. This re-332
6duces the band structure contribution to the binding energy and333
renders the simple crystal structures energetically unfavourable.334
The Ba-IVc structure avoids this and also benefits energetically335
from having atoms at the optimal interatomic distance corre-336
sponding to the minimum of the pair interaction potential, while337
its departure from close-packing is moderate in terms of the338
Madelung energy (Supplementary Information). Ba-IVc thus339
appears to be stabilised by the fundamental contributions to the340
binding energy, and effects such as Fermi-surface Brillouin-341
zone interaction discussed previously15,16 play only a minor342
role, if any.343
It would be desirable to understand how the complex Ba-IV344
crystal structures affect the physical properties of barium, but345
experimental studies have remained scarce. Noteworthy is the346
observation that the electrical resistivity increases markedly at347
the hcp→Ba-IV transition34 and that the superconducting tran-348
sition temperature peaks at around 20 GPa with Tc = 5 K35.349
New measurements would now be well worthwhile and, in view350
of the anisotropy of the structures, measurements on single-351
crystal samples would be particularly interesting, though dif-352
ficult to perform.353
Looking beyond Ba and its extraordinary crystal structures,354
we should point out that pressure-induced s–d and s–p elec-355
tronic transfers are a recurring theme for all alkali and alka-356
line earth elements under compression. It appears likely that a357
destablisation of the close-packed crystal structures takes place358
not only in Ba as discussed here, but also in other elements.359
It thus seems worthwhile to use the Heine-Weaire approach360
as a starting point of future studies on the complex crystal361
structures1,2 of other elements at high pressure.362
Extremely complex crystal structures exist also in seemingly363
simple intermetallic compounds such as the Samson phases364
NaCd2 and β-Mg2Al3, both with over 1000 atoms per cubic365
unit cell36,37, and in ternary Al-Cu-Ta phases with up to 23,000366
atoms per cubic unit cell38. All of these structures can be de-367
scribed in terms of hierarchies of clusters, and they are therefore368
very different from the host-guest structures in barium and other369
elements. On the other hand, the Samson phases do also have370
an element of randomness or disorder. With the constrained-371
random stacking sequence of Ba-IVc in mind, one may wonder372
whether the disorder in NaCd2 and β-Mg2Al3 may be of sim-373
ilar origin. Like for the elemental systems, the understanding374
of the origin of the complexity in intermetallic compounds is375
still fraught with uncertainties39,40. Considering the similarities376
and differences between these very different systems in future377
research may thus be beneficial for the understanding of each378
of them.379
METHODS AND MATERIALS380
Sample preparation Individual pieces of barium with typ-381
ical dimensions of 30–100 µm were cut off a dendritic ingot382
of high-purity, distilled barium with a stated purity of 99.99%383
(Sigma-Aldrich) and loaded into Merrill-Bassett-type diamond384
anvil cells (DACs). Mineral oil was used as a pressure transmit-385
ting medium and to avoid bridging of the samples between the386
diamond anvils. The sample loading was performed under inert387
argon atmosphere. A small ruby sphere was enclosed with the388
sample in the DAC for pressure determination41,42. Most of the389
samples were then pressurised to ∼15 GPa at room temperature390
and subsequently annealed at ∼200◦C for 12 hours or longer.391
After slowly cooling to room temperature, single-crystals of392
the phase Ba-IVa were obtained in several cases. These single-393
crystal samples were then pressurised to 18–21 GPa to obtain394
single-crystal samples of the phase Ba-IVc.395
X-ray diffraction Single-crystal x-ray diffraction experi-396
ments were performed on beamline ID27 at the European Syn-397
chrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), Grenoble, France. The x-398
ray beam of wavelength 0.25 Å was focussed onto the sample in399
the DAC with an x-ray spot size of less than 5 µm (full width at400
half maximum). Diffraction images were collected with a Mar-401
research MarCCD detector placed at a distance of ∼250 mm402
from the sample. The diffraction data were collected in a se-403
quence of contiguous 0.2–0.3◦ oscillations (∆ω) over a total404
scan range of 60–80◦ around the vertical axis. Typically, short405
exposure times of 0.1–0.2 s per frame were used to avoid satu-406
ration of the strongest peaks, and additional data sets were col-407
lected with exposure times of ∼2 s to improve the signal/noise408
ratio for the very weak reflections. Further diffraction experi-409
ments were conducted on beamline 9.5HPT at the former Syn-410
chrotron Radiation Source (SRS), Daresbury Laboratory using411
an x-ray wavelength of 0.44 Å and a Mar345 image plate de-412
tector.413
Data analysis The MarCCD image files were converted to414
the Bruker frame format for analysis using the Bruker SMART,415
SAINT and SADABS programs43. For the data set that was416
used for the full structure refinement, reflection intensities were417
integrated using SAINT, and reflections with measured posi-418
tions that deviated from the expected positions by more than 0.5419
pixels or ∆ω/2 were filtered out. The intensities were rescaled420
using the SADABS software to correct for changes in scattering421
volume during the rotation of the irregular-shaped Ba sample.422
The CrysAlis RED software44 was used to produce reciprocal-423
space mappings (reconstructions of precession photographs) of424
the experimental diffraction data for selected planes in recipro-425
cal space. For the various steps of the Ba-IVc crystal structure426
determination and analysis, several computer programs were427
developed using the Python programming language45 and the428
OpenOpt package46 for numerical optimisation.429
DFT calculations First-principles electronic structure calcu-430
lation were performed in the framework of density functional431
theory as implemented in the full-potential, augmented plane-432
wave Wien2k code47 and using the generalised gradient approx-433
imation (GGA)48. The Ba 4d, 5s, 5p, 5d, 6s states were treated434
as valence states, and a Brillouin zone integration mesh with a435
spacing of approximately 2pi×0.015 Å−1 was used for all struc-436
tures (e.g., a 22 × 22 × 22 grid for bcc). Other parameters were437
RMT × Kmax = 9.0, RMT = 2.5 a.u., lmax = 10, Gmax = 16.438
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